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Abstract 6 

Personal impact factors (e.g., the h-index) are becoming more and more important in evaluations 7 

of faculty with respect to job hiring, promotion, and tenure, but they are largely poorly 8 

understood by the community at large. The purpose of this study is to educate biologist and other 9 

scientists about some of the wide literature about impact factors, including highlighting their 10 

strengths and weaknesses. This includes a thorough exploration of dozens of such indices by 11 

comparing how they perform through repeated calculation of data representing 15 years of 12 

scientific output of a single individual from beginning through mid-career. Indices are examined 13 

with respect to factors such as interpretability, consistency, and stability.  14 

 15 

  16 
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Introduction 17 

Personal impact factors have become very popular since their original online introduction by 18 

Hirsch (later published as Hirsch 2005). Impact factors suggest a means of evaluating the 19 

productivity of a researcher beyond simply counting publications or citations by combining both 20 

into a single measure. Many scientists have rejected the use of these metrics as misleading or 21 

useless since one’s impact cannot be captured by a single value, particularly when it comes to 22 

hiring and promotion and tenure decisions (Abbott et al. 2010). While no one seriously suggests 23 

that decisions should be based on a single metric, it has been clear for a long time (prior to the 24 

invention of these new measures) that a limited number of metrics will likely be used (Martin 25 

1996), particularly at the administrative level where more nuanced examinations of records is not 26 

always possible. In this sense the personal impact factor is being added to “traditional” measures 27 

such as publication count and research funding. 28 

Personal impact factors seem to have two primary uses: promotion and tenure decisions 29 

and hiring decisions. For promotion and tenure decisions, impact factors may be used as a 30 

general measure of researcher quality and impact, where values are compared to some baseline 31 

for their field. Determination of the baseline is among the most controversial aspects of these 32 

measures since what would be considered a good or bad value is very discipline dependent. One 33 

might have very different publishing expectations from a researcher in cellular biology versus a 34 

researcher in ecology versus a theoretical biologist, thus in the same way one does not expect the 35 

same number of publications from each discipline, one may expect a different measure of impact 36 

from each discipline. The context of the decision is also critically important since expectations 37 

would be quite different for an assistant professor, an associate professor, or a full professor. 38 

While individuals and departments may eschew such metrics, there is a general belief that many 39 
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administrators are examining these numbers (Abbott et al. 2010). I personally started collecting 40 

data for my own impact factor calculation after discovering that my Dean’s office had incorrectly 41 

estimated an impact factor for me during a progress review. It seemed better to provide my own 42 

correct data than to trust someone else to do it properly. Generally, academic units need to 43 

actively monitor these metrics for their faculty at the time of promotion and tenure, not only to 44 

guarantee correct data, but also to provide the proper context of how these factors rate for that 45 

researcher’s specific discipline. Since this type of context is already required for similar factors 46 

such as publication rate and grant funding, adding a similar context for impact factors should 47 

hardly be considered a burden and instead needs to be viewed as additional opportunity to make 48 

the case for granting a promotion. 49 

The second area impact factors are likely to see use is in separating candidates during the 50 

hiring process. These factors are unlikely to be used for final hiring decisions, but may play a 51 

role in the early filtering of candidates into a short list for interview. I am unaware of any 52 

specific use of these factors in hiring within the biological sciences, but impact factors do appear 53 

to have been used during hiring in other disciplines and there is no reason to believe some 54 

biological hiring committees will not follow suit. For hiring decisions, the impact factors are not 55 

necessarily compared to a baseline but are instead compared amongst candidates as one (but by 56 

no means the only) means of ranking. 57 

While many individuals and units have rejected personal impact factors on philosophical 58 

grounds (personal observation), in the long run biologists need to care about impact factors 59 

because people who make decisions about their careers are going to care about them. For all that 60 

impact factors are often derided as meaningless compound values (Abbott et al. 2010), in the 61 

life-sciences, the h-index has been shown to correlate well with number of publications, total 62 
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citations, average journal impact, and (perhaps most importantly) peer assessments (Bornmann et 63 

al. 2008b). The more you understand about what a personal impact factor means (and does not 64 

mean), the more you can control how it is used to support your own career advancement. 65 

There is a large and rapidly expanding literature on personal impact factors within the 66 

fields of scientometrics and bibliometrics which is essentially unknown and invisible to the 67 

biological community. The outline of the reminder of this paper is to (1) describe the meaning of 68 

the h-index, not simply define it; (2) summarize the major weaknesses which have been 69 

identified; and (3) briefly discuss the many adaptations and alternative metrics which have been 70 

invented to deal with these weaknesses. It should be noted that impact factors such as the h-index 71 

have also been proposed for many more purposes than simply ranking and rating researchers. 72 

Variants of these indices have also been used to compare amongst larger administrative units 73 

(centers, departments, universities, and even countries) as well as among research topics, 74 

buzzwords, and chemical compounds (Arencibia-Jorge 2009; Arencibia-Jorge et al. 2008; 75 

Arencibia-Jorge and Rousseau 2009; Bar-Ilan 2010a, b; Bornmann et al. 2009a; Lazaridis 2010; 76 

Schubert and Glänzel 2007; Schubert et al. 2009). This paper is focused on metrics which apply 77 

to individuals and will not follow up on these broader institutional or journal measures.  78 

Another important point is that all of the remaining discussion focuses on citation-based 79 

metrics. There is a current trend, particularly among the online and open-access community, to 80 

develop and focus on impact metrics based on data other than citations (e.g., total-impact.org). 81 

This includes things such as page hits, downloads, Twitter mentions, Facebook likes, Google 82 

+1’s, Mendeley readers, bookmark counts, etc. While there are some very interesting ideas in the 83 

use of these non-traditional types of metrics to measure the impact of a researcher (particularly 84 
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for content beyond the traditional publication, such as data sets, blogs, etc.), consideration of 85 

these sorts of metric is well beyond the scope of this document. 86 

Data 87 

Most impact factors only require knowing the number of citations that each publication has 88 

received. Some of the alternates may also require number of authors or the year of the 89 

publication (Box 1 lists some basic definitions and symbols which can be used to calculate most 90 

of the indices mentioned throughout this paper). A few more complicated metrics may require 91 

additional information, which will be described as necessary. 92 

Box 1. Basic definitions 93 

Unless otherwise specified, we will assume that a researcher’s publications have been sorted into 94 

rank order from most citations to fewest citations. 95 

 P is the total number of publications  96 

 Ci is the number of citations for the i
th

 ranked publication 97 

 Nj is the cumulative number of citations for the first j publications, i.e., 
1

j

j i
i

N C


  98 

 NP is the total number of citations for all publications, i.e., 
1

P

P i
i

N C


  99 

 C  is the average number of citations per publication, i.e., PN
C

P
  100 

 CMax = C1, the largest number of citations for a single publication 101 

 Yi is the year that the i
th

 publication was published 102 

 Y0 is the year of the author’s first publication, i.e., the Min(Yi) 103 

 YNow is the current year, or more precisely, the year for which the citation data is being 104 

calculated (which would be in the past when using older records) 105 

 Ai is the number of authors of the i
th

 publication 106 

 107 

The primary sources for citation information tend to be the ISI Citation Index, Scopus and 108 

Google Scholar, each of which has advantages and disadvantages (Armbruster 2010; Bar-Ilan 109 

2008; Bornmann et al. 2009b; Derrick et al. 2010; Franceschet 2010; Harzing In press; Jacsó 110 
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2008a, b, c, 2009; Meho and Rogers 2008; Meho and Yang 2007; Mikki 2010; Mingers and 111 

Lipitakis 2010). From my own experience, Google Scholar tends to cover a broader range of 112 

publications (e.g., theses, books, and more obscure journals) and thus picks up citations that may 113 

be missed by ISI, but it also has substantially greater redundancy and duplication issues which 114 

can lead to exaggerated citation counts in many instances. As of this writing, Google Scholar has 115 

recently gone through some changes which should help reduce some of this redundancy, 116 

including the ability for individual scholars to setup profiles which can be corrected for their true 117 

publication list. Google Scholar also auto-estimates some basic impact factors, although they 118 

may need to be viewed with caution, as there can be strange inconsistencies (e.g., a coauthor 119 

recently pointed out that the Google Scholar citation count for a specific coauthored publication 120 

is different on her page than on my page). Henziger et al. (2010) recently showed that as long as 121 

all data (for comparative purposes) is collected from a single source, the relative ranking of 122 

individuals tends to be stable, even when citations or publications may be missing. 123 

Many of the publications about impact factors choose a number of exemplary scholars from a 124 

given field as illustration (e.g., Bodman 2010; Franceschet 2010; Harzing In press; Hirsch 2005; 125 

Kelly and Jennions 2006; Prathap 2010a; Schreiber 2009). In contrast, I am going to choose data 126 

from a single mid-career scholar: myself. (This is not a question of ego or vanity, but rather 127 

access to data). Instead of focusing on a single time point, however, I am going to use yearly 128 

citation counts starting from 1997 (the year of my first publications) up through 2011. 129 

The data for a specific year is the cumulative sum of citations for everything up through that 130 

year (based on the date of the citing publication). Citations which occur in a year prior to the 131 

publication of the cited article (i.e., in press citations) are not counted until the year of the actual 132 

article publication (e.g., in August 2012 I already knew of two citations for a book chapter which 133 
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was not being published until 2013. That chapter and those citations would not be counted as 134 

part of the 2012 data. 135 

As already discussed, whether observed values are considered good or bad is both field and 136 

context dependent; the purpose, instead, is to help illustrate some of the differences, strengths 137 

and weaknesses amongst these factors by their stability and properties across time rather than as 138 

measured at a single time point. A summary of the data from each time point is shown in Table 139 

1, which contains the more traditional measures of impact (e.g., number of publications and 140 

number of citations). The raw citation data which makes up the calculations below was manually 141 

curated from multiple sources (primarily the ISI Citation Index, with some supplementation from 142 

Google Scholar and other sources) and therefore does not represent figures directly obtained 143 

from any specific single database. 144 

All of the results in this paper were calculated with a Python program which can be found at 145 

https://github.com/msrosenberg/ImpactFactor. 146 

 147 

Table 1. A summary of the data at each time point used to construct the impact factors. 148 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Total Publications 5 6 7 11 15 19 23 26 

Total Citations 2 13 36 66 132 239 366 585 

Citations per Pub 0.40 2.17 5.14 6.00 8.80 12.58 15.91 22.50 

Max Citations 1 6 19 27 42 89 142 218 

Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Total Publications 31 32 35 35 38 44 48 

Total Citations 845 1176 1509 1891 2314 2770 3191 
Citations per Pub 27.26 36.75 43.11 52.53 59.33 61.56 65.12 
Max Citations 298 378 487 607 750 884 1021 
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 149 

Figure 1. Total citation count through time. 150 

Hirsch’s Index 151 

The h-index (Hirsch 2005) is the most important personal impact factor you need to be familiar 152 

with, not because it is necessarily the best, but because (1) it was the first major index of its type 153 

and most of the other indices are based on it in some way, and (2) it is the single factor with 154 

which most other people you communicate with (e.g., administrators) are likely to be somewhat 155 

familiar. You may find another index which you prefer, but everything starts with h. 156 

The h-index is defined as the largest value for which h publications have at least h 157 

citations. Put another way, a scientist has an impact factor of h if h of their publications have at 158 

least h citations and the other P – h publications have ≤ h citations. Note that h is measured in 159 

publications. In formal notation, one might write 160 

 max i
i

h i C 
. 161 

The meaning of this index is perhaps best illustrated graphically. Figure 2 shows a 162 

theoretical citation distribution curve: a plot of each publication’s citation count versus its rank 163 
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(sometimes called an h-graph). The h-index is the point where a line through the origin with a 164 

slope of one crosses the citation curve. The h publications to the left of this point are those that 165 

contribute to the h-index and are often referred to as the Hirsch Core (Rousseau 2006), while 166 

the P – h publications to the right of this point which fall outside of the Hirsch Core are often 167 

referred to as the Hirsch Tail. 168 

 169 

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the h-index (sometimes called an h-graph), including 170 

definition of the Hirsch core and tail. 171 

An alternate graphical way of thinking about h is that the h-index represents the size of 172 

the largest square which can tangentially fit under the citation curve. This square divides the 173 

citation curve into three sectors: the square itself (the middle sector) which represents the h
2
 174 

publications minimally needed to have a score of h, the upper sector above the square which 175 

represents the excess citations in the core above-and-beyond those necessary to receive a score of 176 

h, and the lower sector to the right of the square which represents the citations in the tail 177 

(citations of the publications outside the core). This illustrates one disadvantage of the h-index; it 178 
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should be readily obvious that citation curves with very different distributions may all 179 

encompass the identical square and thus have the same h-index. This will be discussed in more 180 

detail below. 181 

Using our notation, the total citations within the core would be 182 

1

h

h i
i

N C



. 183 

The number of excess citations within the upper sector is thus Nh – h
2
. 184 

A simple measure of the speed (slope) at which h increases over time, Hirsch’s m or the 185 

m quotient, can be estimated simply as the ratio between h and the time elapsed since first 186 

publication, or 187 

0Now

h
m

Y Y


 , 188 

with its units equal to publications per year. 189 

 190 

Table 2. The h-index and related measures for each year. 191 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

Hirsch-core citations (Nh) 1 9 31 58 120 205 312 507 

Hirsch m-quotient n/a 2.00 1.50 1.67 1.50 1.40 1.50 1.57 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 
Hirsch-core citations (Nh) 748 1048 1358 1726 2182 2587 2931 

Hirsch m-quotient 1.63 1.67 1.70 1.73 1.92 1.85 1.71 

 192 
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As one would expect, my h-index has gradually grown over time. The rate of increase in 193 

h (the m-quotient) has itself increased a bit, generally being around 1.5 for the first half of my 194 

career, but having increased to about 1.7 in the second half of career, indicating a slightly 195 

acceleration in the change in h over time. Over the second half of my career, my h-index has 196 

approximately doubled while my core citations have approximately quadrupled. To a certain 197 

extent, this relationship is expected given that the minimum number of core citations necessary 198 

for a specific value of h is h
2
. Interestingly, the relationship holds true even though the actual 199 

number of citations in the core is substantially higher than that minimal number (e.g., h
2
 = 169 200 

vs. 748 in 2005).  201 

Major Reasons for Variant Indices 202 

Since the original publication of Hirsch’s Index there have been dozens of alternate and adapted 203 

indices proposed (Van Noorden 2010). Despite the large number of alternatives, most of the 204 

reasons for developing the variant metrics fall into a limited number of categories. Before getting 205 

into any detail on specific alternatives, each of the main reasons will be briefly discussed since 206 

they highlight some of the potential weaknesses of the Hirsch Index and serve as an overview 207 

and introduction to the remainder of the discussion. 208 

Redefining the Core 209 

As simple as the Hirsch Index is, not all researchers have felt that it properly captures the scope 210 

of impactful publications. A number of variant indices have been proposed which define the core 211 

in a different manner. Some of these proposals use a very similar approach to the Hirsch Index, 212 

but propose either stricter or looser criteria for including publications in the core. Other methods 213 
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use fairly different approaches to defining the core and are less directly comparable to the Hirsch 214 

method. 215 

Giving Credit for Excess Citations 216 

When an author has a publication whose citation count is well above their h-index, additional 217 

citations to that publication have essentially no impact on the author’s impact factor. A number 218 

of metrics have been proposed that give extra weight for excess citations within the core or for 219 

all citations for all papers, rather than just the minimal number necessary to reach a specific h-220 

index. Generally, these metrics begin with the h-index and adjust it for these extra citations. 221 

Describing the Core and Tail 222 

Quite a number of indices have been proposed to describe the citation distribution within the 223 

Hirsch core for use in separating authors with identical h-indices. These metrics are generally 224 

meant to be supplemental to the h-index rather than to serve as a replacement. Some focus only 225 

on publications and citations which fall within the core, while others compare the contents of the 226 

core to those publications and citations in the tail of the citation distribution. 227 

Accounting for Multiple Authors 228 

Should a highly cited publication with a single author be worth the same amount as a highly 229 

cited publication with a dozen authors? Many researchers have been concerned with how to give 230 

(or remove depending on one’s point of view) credit for publications with multiple authors. 231 

Generally this involves a two step process. The first step is to define the weight given to an 232 

author for a publication. Solo authored publications generally have a weight of one, while multi-233 

authored publications have a weight which ranges between zero and one depending on the 234 

method used. If all authors get full credit for the publication, no adjustments for authorship are 235 
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being made. The most extreme adjustment would be to give only first (or primary depending on 236 

the field) author credit for the publication (Hu et al. 2010). The simplest approach is to divide 237 

credit equally among all authors, although many other approaches are also possible (Galam 238 

2011; Liu and Fang 2012; Wan et al. 2007). Once the weight for a publication is determined, the 239 

second step is to use the weight to correct that publication. There are two basic approaches to 240 

this: one can either correct the number of citations or correct the publication rank (or both). 241 

Differences in the various author-corrected approaches depend largely on how one determines 242 

authorship credit in the first step and how one uses that credit in the second step. 243 

Accounting for Self-Citations 244 

Many researchers have been concerned that impact factors are biased by self-citation since self-245 

citations do not represent “impact on the field” (e.g., Bartneck and Kokkelmans 2011; Costas et 246 

al. 2010; Gianoli and Molina-Montenegro 2009; Schreiber 2007, 2008a). A number of counter-247 

arguments have also been made (e.g., Engqvist and Frommen 2008, 2010), such as the fact that 248 

highly successful authors should not be punished for citing their own earlier work if the current 249 

study builds on previous studies (e.g., reducing redundancy across papers) and that when a 250 

researcher’s impact factor is high it is not likely to be much affected by self-citation. The most 251 

straight-forward approach to accounting for self-citation is to simply remove all self-citations 252 

from the citation counts and then calculate the indices using the standard approaches. A 253 

complication arises for co-authored papers: should one only remove self-citations from the 254 

researcher under investigation or from all coauthors? Because identification of self-citations 255 

(particularly when including coauthors) can complicate the data collection process, a few 256 

alternative metrics for auto-correcting for self-citations have also been proposed. Servers which 257 
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attempt to automatically recognize self-citations sometimes define the concept incompletely 258 

(Carley et al. In press). 259 

Accounting for Time 260 

Many researchers have been concerned with the effect of time on impact factors, although these 261 

fall into a number of different areas of concern. The basic indices are career length metrics, 262 

which make comparing junior and senior authors difficult. Some metrics explicitly look at 263 

reduced time windows (e.g., 5 or 10 year periods) or look at the rate of change of an index 264 

through time rather than the value of the index itself. Recently published papers generally have 265 

few to no citations since there is generally a lag between publication and the beginning of the 266 

citation cycle; some indices attempt to correct for this lag by predicting the number of citations a 267 

paper is likely to get over a longer time period. In cases where a time interval needs to be 268 

specified as part of the calculation, it is not at all clear what the appropriate time interval should 269 

be and this likely varies across fields (Wang In press). 270 

Alternate Impact Factor Indices 271 

The following section briefly describes most of the alternate indices which have been proposed 272 

to measure the impact of an author. These are divided by the broad justification for the new 273 

metric, as described above. Because many of the metrics have seen little use, a number of 274 

symbols have been repeated by different authors (e.g., there are at least three different proposed 275 

w-indices) leading to a bit of naming ambiguity, but we will endeavor to be as specific as 276 

possible while keeping to the original names of the indices. The goal of this section is not to 277 

compare formally the performance of these indices under a variety of conditions and 278 
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assumptions; for such a detailed comparison of many of these factors, see Alonso et al. (2009) 279 

and Schreiber (2010). 280 

Indices which Redefine the Core 281 

The best known and most widely studied alternate to the h-index is known as the g-index (Egghe 282 

2006a, b, c). The g-index is designed to give more credit for publication cited in excess of the h 283 

threshold (as already mentioned, once a paper has many more citations than the author’s h 284 

further citations to that paper have essentially no effect on the author’s impact as measured by h). 285 

The primary difference between the formal definitions of the h- and g-indices is that g is based 286 

on cumulative citation counts rather than individual citation counts. Formally, the g-index is the 287 

largest value for which g publications have jointly received at least g
2
 citations.  288 

 2max i
i

g i N 
. 289 

 290 

 291 

Figure 3. Traditional graphical representation of the g-index. 292 
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Graphically, this is the point where the cumulative citation curve (rather than the 293 

individual citation curve) crosses the curve of squared rank (Figure 3).
 

294 

The g-index defines a looser criterion for the core than the h-index, and it is easily shown 295 

that h ≤ g. One potential problem with g is that if the total number of citations is large relative to 296 

the number of publications (NP > P
2
) these curves will not actually cross (this is currently true for 297 

my own citation curve, for example). A few corrections have been suggested, including adding 298 

phantom papers with zero citations until they do cross (essentially, this would make g equal to 299 

the integral value of the square-root of NP), although I believe a more acceptable solution for this 300 

problem is to simply set g equal to P since, like h, g is measured in number of publications and 301 

the publication impact shouldn’t be greater than the total number of publications. As a contrast, 302 

based on the 2011 data, using the phantom paper method would give me a g-index of 56; 303 

restricting the maximum value of g to the number of publications gives me a g-index of 48. 304 

An alternate interpretation of g can be found by rewriting the above equation (Jin 2006) 305 

such that 306 

max i

i

N
g i

i

 
  

  ,
 
 307 

which makes it clear that the g-index can also be viewed as the largest value for which the top g 308 

publications average g  citations. Graphically this is the point where the slope of line one used 309 

for the h-index crosses the mean citation curve (Figure 4) and allows a much clearer 310 

interpretation of g than the formal definition.
 
 311 
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 312 

Figure 4. Graphical comparison of the h, g, t, f, and -indices for the 2011 data (the left most 313 

points of each curve with values above 100 are truncated for clarity). The point where the line 314 

of slope 1 crosses each curve indicates the value for that impact factor (note that it does not 315 

cross the curve representing g, the arithmetic mean of the citations within the core). 316 

From this standpoint, the g-index is based on the arithmetic mean of the citations within 317 

the core while h is based on the minimum citation count within the core. Tol (2007) proposed 318 

two related methods for defining the core, the f-index and t-index, which use the harmonic and 319 

geometric means of the citations within the core, respectively, rather than the arithmetic mean. 320 

Formally, they are calculated as 321 

1
max max

1 1 1k kk k

i i i ii i

k
f k k

k C C 

   
   
      
   
   
   
 

 
322 

and 323 
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1

1
max exp ln

k

i
k

i

t C k
k 

  
   

  


 324 

It is easily shown that h ≤ f ≤ t ≤ g. Similarly, Glänzel and Schubert (2010) suggest using the 325 

median of the citations within the core, the index, and show the index and the f-index to be 326 

less affected by outliers than the other measures. 327 

Woeginger’s w-index (Woeginger 2008) is somewhat similar to h. It is the largest value 328 

of w for which publications have at least 1, 2, 3…w citations.  329 

 max 1i
k

w C k i   
 

for all i ≤ k. 

This is best interpreted graphically (Figure 5). If the h-index describes the largest h x h square 330 

which can fit under the citation curve, Woeginger’s w-index describes the largest isosceles right-331 

angled triangle (with perpendicular sides of w and w) which can fit under the citation curve. It 332 

obviously uses a looser criterion for the core than h and h ≤ w. 333 

Unlike the other similar metrics, w has the property of defining a core which may contain 334 

very low cited publications (e.g., recall that the last paper in the core only requires a single 335 

citation). While it does have some interesting properties, Woeginger’s w-index seems much too 336 

liberal to serve as an effective measure of impact and is likely very highly correlated with the 337 

total number of publications. 338 

 339 
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 340 

Figure 5. Graphical illustration of Woeginger's w-index. It is the largest isoceles right-angled 341 

triangle which can fit under the citation curve. Data from the 2011 citation point. 342 

 343 

While the above alternates have more liberal definitions of the core, Kosmulski (2006) 344 

proposed the h(2)-index to have a stricter definition of the core. This index is the largest value, 345 

h(2), for which h(2) publications have at least h(2)
2
 citations. 346 

   22 max i
i

h i C 
. 347 

This may seem quite similar to the g-index, but the g-index is based on cumulative 348 

citation counts while h(2) is based on individual citation counts. While an h of 10 would indicate 349 

that a scientist had at least 10 publications with 10 citations each, an h(2) of 10 would indicate a 350 

scientist had at least 10 publications with 100 citations each.  351 
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 352 

 353 

Figure 6. Graphical representation of the h(2) index. 354 

This index was proposed in part to ease the verification of authorship when determining a 355 

metric for authors with common or ambiguous names by reducing the number of publications 356 

which would have to be considered (when browsing papers in a database, one can ignore 357 

publications below a specified threshold of citations; h(2) has a substantially higher threshold 358 

than h). Clearly, h(2) ≤ h, and publications within the h(2) core are much more impactful (based 359 

on citation count) on average than papers within the h core. 360 

Another index designed to only include highly impactful papers is Wu’s w-index (Wu 361 

2010). This index is similar to the others, but requires that papers have at least 10w citations to 362 

be included in the core. Thus an author has an index of w if w of their papers have at least 10w 363 

citations, or 364 

 max 10 i
i

w i C 
. 365 
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Graphically, this is identical to the h-index, except we are looking for the point where the citation 366 

curve crosses a line with slope equal to ten rather than one. Wu’s w-index is always stricter in its 367 

requirements than the h-index (requiring 10 times as many citations for all papers at every 368 

increment); it has more strict requirements than the h(2)-index up to values of 10 (where both 369 

require 10 publications with at least 100 citations each), then becomes less strict than h(2) in its 370 

requirements as the indices move above 10. A slope of 10 is essentially an arbitrary measure and 371 

it should be obvious that there are any number of curves (both more conservative and more 372 

liberal than that used for h) which could be used to define the core. 373 

The hg-index (Alonso et al. 2010) does not formally define a new core, but is rather an 374 

aggregate index which tries to keep the advantages of both the h- and g-indices while minimizing 375 

their disadvantages. The index is simply the geometric mean of h and g, or 376 

hg h g  . 377 

It can easily be shown that h ≤ hg ≤ g. As with the other metrics in this section, the hg-index is 378 

measuring numbers of publications. 379 

  380 
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Table 3 shows all of the core-defining indices calculated for the sample data. The units 381 

for all of these are number of publications, so the values are directly comparable. All of these 382 

indices are also defined in such a way that they can never decrease, only increasing or staying 383 

constant across time. 384 

  385 
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Table 3. Core defining indices for each year. 386 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

g-index 1 3 6 8 11 15 19 24 

Tol f-index 1 3 4 6 7 9 12 16 

Tol t-index 1 3 4 6 8 11 14 18 

-index 1 3 4 7 9 10 11 17 

Woeginger w-index 1 4 5 8 9 13 16 22 

h(2)-index 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 

Wu w-index 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 

hg-index 1.00 2.45 4.24 6.32 8.12 10.25 13.08 16.25 

Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

g-index 29 32 35 35 38 44 48 

Tol f-index 18 21 24 27 30 32 34 

Tol t-index 21 24 28 31 33 36 38 

-index 19 21 25 29 31 33 35 

Woeginger w-index 24 29 32 34 35 39 41 

h(2)-index 6 7 7 8 8 8 9 

Wu w-index 4 6 7 7 7 8 8 

hg-index 19.42 21.91 24.39 25.79 29.56 32.50 33.94 

 387 

Although the defined cores may be substantially larger or smaller than h, most of these 388 

indices appear to increase at approximately the same rate (e.g., most of the indices roughly 389 

doubled between 2004 and 2011). It is interesting that the hg-index (the geometric mean of h and 390 

g) is very similar at every time point to Tol’s f-index (which is based on the harmonic mean of 391 

citations within the core). 392 
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 393 

Figure 7. Change in some of the core measuring impact factors through time. 394 

It should be abundantly clear that there are two independent aspects to defining the 395 

impact core. The first is a ranked citation curve, which represents some aspect of all citations to 396 

that rank, such as the minimum (as for h) or arithmetic mean (as for g). The second is a threshold 397 

function, usually taken to be a straight line with slope one (y = x) as in h and g, but which can 398 

also have a different slope (Wu’s w-index uses y = 10x) or represent a non-linear function (h(2) 399 

uses y = x
2
). Clearly other novel indices combining different aspects of these could easily be 400 

constructed (and probably justified by someone). For example, a g(2)-index (invented here as far 401 

as I know) would combine the arithmetic mean of the top citations with the y = x
2
 threshold, thus 402 

defining g(2) as the largest value for which g(2) publications have at least an average of g(2)
2
 403 

citations. My g(2)-index for the 2011 data would be 13, meaning my top 13 most cited 404 

publications average at least 169 citations, while my top 14 most cited publications average 405 

fewer than 196 citations. Not surprisingly, this new index falls between g and h(2) since it 406 
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combines the looser criteria for defining the ranked publication curve (average rather than 407 

minimum) with the stricter definition of the threshold curve (y = x
2
 rather than y = x). Whether 408 

this (or any other combination of functions) is at all useful or desirable is highly questionable and 409 

most experts have tended to stick with h or g as the basis of their impact factor. 410 

 411 

Indices which Give Credit for Excess Citations 412 

One simple disadvantage of the h-index is that it is restricted to integer values and only increases 413 

in steps. The rational h-index (Ruane and Tol 2008) (h

 or hrat) is a continuous version of h 414 

which not only measures the standard h-index but includes the fractional progress toward the 415 

next higher value of h. It is h plus the number of additional citations necessary to reach h + 1. It 416 

is calculated as 417 

1
2 1

n
h h

h

   
  418 

where n is the number of citations necessary to reach the next value of h. The divisor, 2h + 1, is 419 

the maximum number of possible citations needed to move from h to h + 1 (1 additional citation 420 

for each of the h publications in the core plus h + 1 citations for a publication outside of the core 421 

with no citations). Practically speaking, n is the number of papers in the core with exactly h 422 

citations (thus needing one more to allow a move to h + 1) plus h + 1 – Ch+1 (the number of 423 

citations the h + 1
th

 ranked publication needs to reach h + 1 citations). 424 

In a similar manner, one can calculate the real h-index (Guns and Rousseau 2009) as the 425 

point at which the linear interpolation between h and h + 1 crosses the line with slope one, 426 
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. 427 

The real h-index has the same graphical definition as h, except it is not restricted to the integer 428 

values and thus represents the actual point where the citation and threshold curves cross. 429 

Rational and real versions of the g-index have also been defined (Guns and Rousseau 2009; Tol 430 

2008). 431 

When proposing his w-index, Wu (2010) also suggests a secondary measure, w(q)-index 432 

where q is the minimal number of additional citations necessary to improve from a score of w to 433 

w + 1. It is conceptually nearly identical to the rational h-index except that (1) it describes the 434 

scores needed to change w and not h, (2) it is left as an integer rather than scaled to the 435 

proportion of maximum possible citations which could be needed, and (3) Wu suggests it can be 436 

calculated to not only determine distance to w + 1, but also to w + 2, w + 3, etc. 437 

The Hj-indices (Dorta-González and Dorta-González 2010) are essentially a multivariate 438 

cross between h

 and w(q). Like h


, they attempt to discriminate amongst researchers with 439 

identical h values by comparing the upper and lower parts of the core to measure how close an 440 

author is to moving from one h to a larger h. These indices are repeated for a series of j’s, where 441 

each j indicates the next higher value of h or h + j. Like w(q), the measures are in raw numbers 442 

of publications (rather than scaled) so can be a bit more cumbersome to interpret; furthermore 443 

they don’t measure the missing number of citations, but rather total numbers and can include 444 

citations above-and-beyond those necessary to reach a particular j. The basic calculation starts 445 

with the number of papers in the central core, thus 446 

2
oH h  447 
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Each subsequent value is then calculated as 448 

  1 1j j h j h j h jH H C C h j C        
. 449 

For H1, this is essentially the number of citations necessary to reach h, plus the citations currently 450 

in the next paper outside of the core, plus the minimum number of citations over h common to all 451 

publications within the core. It is this last part that can make interpretation so difficult since a 452 

well over-cited core can lead to very large increases in subsequent values of Hj. For example, at 453 

the beginning of 2004, my Hj indices (H0 to H10) were: 121, 162, 191, 248, 257, 288, 305, 319, 454 

387, 407, and 568, respectively. By definition H0 is simply the square of h (=11). To reach an h 455 

of 12 requires a minimum of 12
2
 = 144 citations. But H1 is 162 indicating an excess of core 456 

citations beyond h + 1, without clearly identifying how close I am to actually reaching h = 12 in 457 

the manner of the rational h-index or an approach more similar to w(q). When comparing 458 

researchers with identical h-indices, however, Dorta-González and Dorta-González (2010) claim 459 

that larger values of H2 and H3 may be strong predictors of potential future growth in h. 460 

While the rational h-index gives a fractional value to those citations necessary to reach 461 

the next value of h, the tapered h-index (Anderson et al. 2008) is designed to give every citation 462 

for every publication some fractional value. The best way to understand this index is to first 463 

consider the contribution of every citation to the h-index. To have an h-index of 1, an author 464 

needs a single paper with a single citation. That citation has a weight (or score) of 1, because it 465 

accounts for the entire h value of 1. To move to an h-index of 2, the author needs three additional 466 

citations: one additional citation for the original publication and two citations for a second 467 

publication. As h has increased by one, each of these three citations is contributing a weight (or 468 

score) of 1/3 to the total h-index. This is most easily illustrated by a Ferrers graph of ranked 469 
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publications versus citations which shows the specific contribution of every citation to a specific 470 

value of h: 471 

  Citation  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 → 

R
an

k
ed

 

p
u

b
li

ca
ti
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n
 

1 1 1/3 1/5 1/7 1/9 1/11  

2 1/3 1/3 1/5 1/7    

3 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/7    

4 1/7 1/7      

5 1/9       

 ↓        

Figure 8. Scoring for the tapered h-index. 472 

The largest filled-in square in the upper left corner (the Durfee square) has a length equal 473 

to h; the contents of the square also sum to h. Using this logic, one can determine the credit each 474 

citation would give to a larger value of h, regardless of whether that h has been reached. 475 

Consider this graph with respect to the rational h-index. In the above example, h is 3. If one just 476 

considers the citations necessary to reach an h of 4, we can see that 5 of the 7 necessary citations 477 

are already present. Each of these has a weight of 1/7 (since 7 total citations are necessary); 478 

adding these to h we get the rational h-index, h

3.71. The tapered h-index is simply taking this 479 

same concept but expanding it to include all citations for all publications. 480 

The tapered h-index for a specific publication is the sum of all of its scores and the total 481 

score of the index is the sum across all publications. In simple formulaic terms, the score hT(i) for 482 

the i
th

 ranked publication is calculated as 483 
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and the total tapered h-index is the sum of these scores for all publications, 485 

 
1

P

T T i
i

h h



. 486 

This index is consistent with the concept of the h-index, while also giving every citation 487 

some small influence on the score. It is obvious that h ≤ hT. If one has a few very highly cited 488 

papers in the core (papers cited well beyond h), then hT may be substantially larger than h and 489 

can even exceed P. With a single publication, the maximum value of h is one (as long as it has a 490 

single citation). The tapered h-index can continue to grow as long as the publication is cited, 491 

however. With 8 citations, a single publication will have hT = 2; 57 citations leads to hT = 3; and 492 

419 citations are required to reach hT = 4. This illustrates that the effect of additional citations on 493 

a single publication is relatively small since it takes increasingly large numbers of citations 494 

within a single publication to increase the value of the index by a full step.  495 

The j-index (Todeschini 2011) is another modification of the h-index which allows for 496 

over-cited publications in the core to increase the overall value of the index. It uses a set of fixed 497 

categorical increases over h: 498 

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

hk 500 250 100 50 25 10 5 4 3 2 1.5 1.25 

 499 
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, 500 

where wk, the weight given to each category, is simply 1/k, and Xk(h×hk) is the count of 501 

publications whose citations are at least equal to h×hk. Essentially this metric adds additional 502 
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scores to h for publications which are cited well more than that necessary for the core, with 503 

larger weight given to those much higher than the core value (500 times the core get a weight of 504 

1, 250 times the core get a weight of 0.5, etc.). 505 

Wohlin’s w-index (Wohlin 2009) is similar to others that try to address the issue where 506 

that not all citations are included in the h-index and that many different distributions of citations 507 

can have identical h-indices. Unlike the other indices, however, it does not start with h, and 508 

instead uses a somewhat complicated procedure of dividing papers into classes based on the 509 

number of citations. Rather than give publications more weight for every citation, this index give 510 

more weight to citations as the publication moves from one class to the next. Publications with 511 

fewer than five citations are ignored (given a weight of 0). The first class represents publications 512 

with 5-9 citations; each subsequent class has a width double that of the previous class, thus the 513 

2
nd

 class represents 10-19 citations, the 3
rd

 class 20-39 citations, etc. This structure was chosen 514 

(other classification schemes could be substituted) because citations curves are usually skewed 515 

with many publications with relatively smaller numbers of citations, and few publications with 516 

relative large numbers of citations. To calculate the metric, for each of the c’ classes, one can 517 

count the number of publications within the c
th

 class, Xc. Skewed distributions are often 518 

normalized using a logarithmic transform. Therefore, one calculates the natural logarithm of the 519 

lower limit of each class as Tc = ln(Bc) where Bc is the lower limit of the c
th

 class. One can also 520 

calculate Vc as the cumulative sum of Tc for all classes from 1 to c. The w-index is then 521 

calculated as 522 

'

1

c

c c
c

w X V



 523 
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The w-index increases as a publication moves from one class to the next. Moving 524 

between larger classes gives more weight than moving between smaller classes. Because it 525 

considers citations more broadly, the w-index is more fine-grained than the h-index.  526 

 527 

Table 4. Indices which use citations beyond the core minimum. 528 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

rational h-index 1.33 2.80 3.71 5.73 6.69 7.87 9.89 11.96 

real h-index 1.00 2.50 3.33 5.00 6.33 7.50 9.00 11.50 
tapered h-index 1.33 3.74 4.86 7.23 9.46 12.13 14.87 18.35 

j-index 1.00 2.18 3.33 5.41 6.65 7.79 9.77 12.16 

Wu’s w(q)-index 0(9) 0(4) 1(13) 1(10) 2(16) 2(10) 3(21) 3(9) 
Wohlin’s w-index 0.00 1.61 5.52 15.65 28.55 46.74 64.70 105.00 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

rational h-index 13.85 15.90 17.94 19.97 23.89 24.90 24.98 

real h-index 13.00 15.00 17.50 19.50 23.00 24.00 24.50 

tapered h-index 21.01 23.49 26.55 28.24 30.97 34.09 36.67 
j-index 14.38 16.81 18.91 21.19 25.16 26.41 26.62 

Wu’s w(q)-index 4(5) 6(6) 7(30) 7(10) 7(1) 8(23) 8(4) 

Wohlin’s w-index 140.48 180.57 224.81 251.30 297.87 332.43 375.06 

 529 

The rational and real h-indices both range from h to h + 1, but measure slightly different 530 

things. The primary advantage of the rational h-index is that it shows progress toward the next 531 

step in h and may increase across time steps when h does not. Because my upper core is well 532 

over-cited relative to h, the rational h tends to be almost one full point about h. The real h-index 533 

more accurately captures the graphical concept of the intercept between the citation curve and 534 

the line of slope one (or fitting the largest square under the curve) since the intersection point 535 

may be between integer values. The tapered h-index, in contrast, illustrates the effect of 536 

including all citations quite strongly since it increases by over two and a half points between 537 

2010 and 2011 when h does not change at all. Although starting from h and seemingly on a 538 
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similar scale as the previous metrics, it is not clear the j-index can be interpreted in as straight-539 

forward a manner as the rational h or tapered h, reducing its potential usefulness. The fractional 540 

approach used in the rational h seems more useful than the integer approach used with w(q) since 541 

the value of q is only meaningful when comparing identical Wu w’s (as can be seen in 542 

consecutive years where w does not change, e.g., 2007 through 2009). While the other metrics 543 

are all measured in numbers of publications, making interpretation relatively straightforward, 544 

Wohlin’s w-index is very difficult to compare to the other because it is measured in a completely 545 

different scale without strict underlying meaning. 546 

Although largely applied to h, many of these approaches could be easily extended to any 547 

of the core-defining indices already described. 548 

 549 

Indices for Describing the Core and Tail 550 

In order to distinguish amongst researchers with identical h- (or other) indices, numerous metrics 551 

have been described which measure properties of the core or citation distribution beyond the 552 

core. These are largely not meant to serve as independent indices but rather as supplements to the 553 

core measure. Most of these measures are based on a core defined by h, but there is no reason 554 

most of them could not be applied to cores based on other indices. 555 

Indices which Measure the Core 556 

The simplest of these measures is to normalize the h-index for the total number of publications, 557 

either as a fraction or a percentage. The normalized h-index (Sidiropoulos et al. 2007) is  558 

n hh
P


 559 
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while the v-index (Riikonen and Vihinen 2008) (see below for other v-indices) is the same value 560 

expressed as a percentage, v = 100h
n
. These both indicate what proportion of the publication 561 

output is contained within the core. 562 

 563 

Table 5. The percentage of publications contained within the core. 564 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Total Publications 5 6 7 11 15 19 23 26 
h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

v-index 20.00 33.33 42.86 45.45 40.00 36.84 39.13 42.31 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Total Publications 31 32 35 35 38 44 48 
h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

v-index 41.94 46.88 48.57 54.29 60.53 54.55 50.00 

 565 

Unlike the indices which define the core or include all citations, core descriptors can 566 

decrease through time. The v-index fluctuates year per year, higher some years, lower others. 567 

This highlights a problem with a number of metrics, particular those which use the number of 568 

publications in a denominator: publishing new papers can decrease your score, a generally 569 

undesirable property of measures meant to record impact. 570 

The a-index (Jin 2006; Rousseau 2006) is used to describe the citations within the core 571 

itself, being simply the average number of citations per core publication, or  572 

hN
a

h


 573 

The minimum value of a is h (since every one of the h papers must have at least h citations). The 574 

m-index (Bornmann et al. 2008a) is similar, but uses the median number of citations per core 575 
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publication, rather than the mean. Because the citation distribution within the core will generally 576 

be highly skewed, the m-index should be a better measure of central tendency than the a-index. 577 

The r-index (Jin et al. 2007) is a measure of the quality of the Hirsch core, designed to 578 

avoid punishing scientists with larger cores. As a simple arithmetic average, the a-index has the 579 

size of the core in the divisor and therefore can lead to smaller values for scientists with much 580 

larger cores than those with much smaller cores (this is not an issue of the indices are only being 581 

used to compare those with similar sized cores). The r-index uses the square-root of the citations 582 

in the core rather than average,  583 

hr N
  584 

(also note that r a h  ). As with a and m, the minimum value of r is h. The rm-index 585 

(Panaretos and Malesios 2009) is a simple modification of the r-index, where one sums the 586 

square-root of the citations within the core rather than the total count: 587 

1

h

m i
i

r C


 
  588 

Similar to the r-index, the weighted h-index (Egghe and Rousseau 2008) is designed to 589 

give more weight to publications within the core as they gain citations. The primary difference is 590 

that for this metric the core is defined differently. Publications are still ranked by citation count, 591 

but instead of using the raw rank, one uses a weighted rank of 592 
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that is, the weighted rank of the i
th

 publication is the cumulative sum of citations for the top i 594 

publications, divided by the standard h-index. With these weighted ranks, one finds the last 595 

publication in the weighted core, r0, as the largest value of i where rw(i) ≤ Ci (the last publication 596 

for which the weighted rank of that publication is less than or equal to the number of citations for 597 

that publication). 598 

  maxo w i
i

r r i C 
 599 

The weighted index is then calculated as 600 

0

1

r

w i
i

h C


 
, 601 

the square-root of the sum of citations for the weighted core. 602 

 603 

Table 6. Core description indices. 604 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

a-index 0.20 1.50 4.43 5.27 8.00 10.79 13.57 19.50 

m-index 1.00 4.50 8.00 8.00 12.50 16.00 15.00 27.00 

r-index 1.00 3.00 5.57 7.62 10.95 14.32 17.66 22.52 
rm-index 1.00 2.04 3.03 4.03 5.04 5.89 6.84 8.18 

weighted h-index 1.00 2.45 4.36 6.08 8.83 11.66 15.17 18.17 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

a-index 24.13 32.75 38.80 49.31 57.42 58.77 61.04 

m-index 44.00 48.00 41.00 44.00 51.00 57.00 64.50 
r-index 27.35 32.37 36.85 41.55 46.71 50.85 54.13 

rm-index 9.38 10.56 11.57 12.62 13.96 14.68 15.13 

weighted h-index 23.17 29.15 32.77 37.03 40.36 43.65 46.48 

 605 

The a-index, m-index, r-index, rm-index, and weighted h-index all represent, in some 606 

manner, the number of citations in the core. Both the a-index and m-index have the potential to 607 
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decrease through time since they are based on averages. For my data, in most years both of these 608 

measures have tended to increase, showing a consistent increase in citations for all papers within 609 

the core, even as the core itself has gotten larger. Being based solely on citation counts, the r-, 610 

rm-, and hw-indices can only increase through time, although their interpretation is less 611 

straightforward than the previous indices. The simplest interpretation of r is that it represents the 612 

largest value of h which could be obtained for the citations within the core if they were 613 

distributed completely evenly among r publications. It is not clear that rm has any logical 614 

interpretation but instead just serves to help distinguish researchers within identical h. As shown, 615 

the weighted h-index (which is perhaps misnamed since it is functionally more like a weighted r-616 

index) is very similar to r, differing in value because of the difference in the definition of the 617 

core. 618 

The π-index (Vinkler 2009) is similar to other measures of the quality of the Hirsch core, 619 

except that it uses its own unique definition of the core. For this index, the core publication set is 620 

defined as the top x publications where x is the square-root of the total number of citations, i.e., 621 

Px N , truncated down to the nearest integer (e.g., for 80 publications, the square-root of 80 is 622 

8.944, so x would equal 8). The π-index is 1/100
th

 of the total citations within this core,  623 

100

xN
 

. 624 

The q
2
-index (Cabrerizo et al. 2010) is another metric designed to describe the Hirsch 625 

core. It is the geometric mean of both a quantitative (h-index) and a qualitative (m-index) 626 

measure of the core, 627 

2q h m   628 
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Its units are somewhat odd which makes direct interpretation more difficult than some other 629 

indices, but it does have the effect of evening out some of the differences between individuals 630 

with a lot of citations in a few core papers versus individuals with fewer citations in more core 631 

papers. 632 

The e-index (Zhang 2009) is simply a measure of the excess citations in the Hirsch core 633 

beyond those necessary to produce the core itself. It is measured as 634 

2
he N h 

. 635 

The e-index is the square-root of the count of citations in the upper-section of the citation graph 636 

(Figure 9). 637 

Strictly speaking, the maxprod index (Kosmulski 2007) is not a measurement of the 638 

core, but seems to fit best with these indices. It is simply the maximum value for the product 639 

between the number of citations for a publication and its rank, or 640 

 max imp i C 
. 641 

Although, Maxprod ≥ h
2
, it will often be fairly close to h

2
; when it is not, it indicates a researcher 642 

with an unusual citation distribution. 643 

  644 
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Table 7. Additional core distribution indices. 645 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

π-index 0.02 0.09 0.27 0.45 0.92 1.72 2.56 3.90 

q
2
-index 1.00 3.00 4.90 6.32 8.66 10.58 11.62 17.23 

e-index 0.00 2.24 4.69 5.74 9.17 12.49 15.20 19.65 

Maxprod 2 6 19 32 72 94 142 218 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

π-index 5.37 7.15 9.16 11.22 14.66 17.24 19.45 
q

2
-index 23.92 26.83 26.40 28.91 34.25 36.99 39.34 

e-index 24.06 28.69 32.70 36.95 40.66 44.83 48.52 

Maxprod 308 448 532 615 750 884 1021 

 646 

Each of these indices is somewhat unique and not directly comparable to each other. As 647 

shown above, being based in part on the m-index allows the q
2
-index to decrease through time. 648 

The -, e-, and maxprod-indices can only increase. 649 

 650 

Indices which Compare the Core and Tail 651 

As already discussed, the h-index divides the citation curve into three sections (Figure 9): the h
2
 652 

citations necessary to produce the score of h (the gray box), the extra citations in the core above-653 

and-beyond those necessary to produce the score of h (those above the box or e
2
), and the 654 

citations for all publications outside of the core (those in the tail to the right of the box).  655 
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 656 

Figure 9. Citation curve with upper, center, and lower sections defined. 657 

These can be referred to as the center (the square), upper (excess), and lower (tail) parts. The 658 

citations in the upper and center are the total citations in the core (Nh). Bornmann et al. (2010) 659 

suggest capturing the relative distributions of these parts by calculating the percent of total 660 

citations represented by each area. Thus 661 
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Scientists with high values for the upper part and small values for the lower part are sometimes 665 

referred to as perfectionists (they do not publish much, but what they publish is highly 666 

impactful). Those with low values in the upper part and high values in the lower part are mass 667 
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producers (lots of publications of relatively low impact). Those in the middle are prolific 668 

(producing an abundance of impactful papers). 669 

 670 

 671 

Figure 10. Relative proportions of citations in the upper (blue), center (red), and lower (green) 672 

sections of the citation curve through time. 673 

After the first five or six years of publishing, my citations have shown a fairly stable 674 

distribution, with 7-15% of my citations occurring in the tail of the distribution, 21-30% of my 675 

citations in the center (core square) of the distribution, and 60-70% of my citations in the 676 

upper/excess part of the core. For the most part the distribution appears to have been fairly stable 677 

over most of my career, although the upper part of the core seems to have gradually increased 678 

over the last decade. 679 

The k-index (Ye and Rousseau 2010) is a measure of the relative impact of citations 680 

within the Hirsch core to those in the tail. Specifically, it is the ratio of impact over the tail-core 681 

ratio and is calculated as 682 
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. 683 

This metric is specifically meant to be used in a time-series analysis where k is calculated for 684 

multiple time points. The usefulness of this metric is not at all clear. 685 

Also called the Mock hm-index (Prathap 2010b), the p-index (Prathap 2010a) is derived 686 

from mathematical modeling of the relationship of increasing numbers of publications and 687 

citations. It is a function of the total number of citations and the average citations per paper, 688 

2
3 PN

p
P


 689 

The p-index can be considered a predictor of h. The ratio between p and h (the ph-ratio = p / h) 690 

reflects the sensitivity of the value to the proportion of citations in the upper core and the lower 691 

tail. 692 

Table 8. Indices which include the tail distribution. 693 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

k-index 0.40 4.88 31.89 43.50 88.00 75.84 91.94 146.25 
p-index 0.93 3.04 5.70 7.34 10.51 14.43 17.99 23.61 
ph-ratio 0.93 1.52 1.90 1.47 1.75 2.06 2.00 2.15 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

k-index 210.20 300.89 387.74 568.32 1013.85 893.86 748.93 

p-index 28.45 35.09 40.22 46.73 52.02 55.84 59.63 
ph-ratio 2.19 2.34 2.37 2.46 2.26 2.33 2.48 

 694 

None of these indices seems to be particularly useful: the interpretation of the k-index is 695 

unclear while the p-index is a predictor of the h-index if one assumes that citations increase 696 

under a specific mathematical model. 697 
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The multidimensional h-index (García-Pérez 2009) is a simple expansion of the original 698 

h-index used to separate amongst individuals with identical h-indices. The concept is to calculate 699 

the h-index from all P publications (this would be the first h-index or h1). One can then calculate 700 

a second h-index, h2, from the P – h1 remaining publications. Graphically, this is finding the 701 

largest square which can fit in the tail to the right of the original square represented by h1 (Figure 702 

11). A third, h3, can be calculated from the P – h1 – h2 remaining publications, etc., continuing 703 

until one reaches publications with 0 citations. It should be obvious that h1 ≥ h2 ≥ h3… 704 

 705 

Figure 11. Graphical illustration of multidimensional h-index for 2011 data. The standard h 706 

(=h1) is 23. The largest square which can fit in the remaining tail is of size 11 (h2). This is 707 

followed by squares of 4, 2, 1, and 1. 708 

Unlike most of the other indices, this index set is primarily focused on the tail of the distribution, 709 

ignoring the excess/upper part of the citation curve completely. Because it is simply recalculating 710 
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h for a smaller data set, its interpretation is quite straightforward and certainly could serve as a 711 

solid method of distinguishing individuals with identical h. 712 

 713 

Indices which Account for Multiple Authors 714 

Whether impact factors should be adjusted for multiple authors or authorship role is 715 

controversial, but is also not a unique issue to impact factor determination, since similar 716 

arguments are often made when looking at publication counts for promotion and tenure or job 717 

hiring decisions. 718 

One approach is to calculate a major contribution h-index, hmaj, only including those 719 

papers to which the author has made a major contribution (Hu et al. 2010). This metric is 720 

otherwise determined just like the h-index. How one defines “major contribution” is clearly 721 

debatable. 722 

The simplest correction for multiple authors is the hi-index (Batista et al. 2006). This 723 

index is simply the h-index divided by the average number of authors in the core publications, or 724 
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 725 

If every publication in the core is solo-authored than hi = h. This can be an extremely harsh 726 

correction. A single core publication with a large number of co-authors may skew the average 727 

and thus lower ones impact factor tremendously. Use of the median rather than the mean might 728 

be a fairer approach. 729 
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The pure h-index (Wan et al. 2007) is similar to the hi -index in that it attempts to adjust 730 

for multiple authors. The index allows for different methods of assigning authorship credit, but 731 

without information on authorship order, the only way to calculate it is to assume equal 732 

fractional credit per author, which essentially means the metric is simply the h-index divided by 733 

the square-root of the average number of authors in the core, thus differing from hi only by the 734 

square-root in the denominator (which makes the pure h-index less harsh than hi by not 735 

punishing co-authorship as severely). 736 
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737 

With authorship order (or direct information on authorship credit per paper), a number of 738 

different authorship credit schemes could be implemented which changes the association 739 

between hi and hp (Abbas 2011; Wan et al. 2007). Assuming authorship order directly correlates 740 

with effort, proportional (or arithmetic) assignment of author credit for each publication would 741 

be 742 
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, 743 

where iA  is the position of the author within the full author list (i.e., an integer from 1 to Ai). For 744 

geometric assignment of author credit 745 
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In both cases, the pure h-index then becomes 747 
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. 748 

These schemes make assumptions about author order which are not true for all fields and 749 

which can easily be violated for any number of legitimate reasons (e.g., equal credit among 750 

some, but not all authors). 751 

The adapted pure h-index (Chai et al. 2008) uses very similar logic to the pure h-index, 752 

except that it estimates its own core rather than simply relying on the standard Hirsch core. Each 753 

paper has an effective citation count calculated as the number of citations divided by the square-754 

root of the equivalent number of authors (as for the pure h-index, for these purposes we are 755 

assuming that every author gets equal credit since we do not have information to indicate 756 

otherwise, therefore the equivalent number of authors is equal to the number of authors), 757 

*
i i iC C A . Publications are ranked according to these new citation values and the h-equivalent 758 

value, he, is found as the largest rank for which the rank is less than the number of equivalent 759 

citations, or   760 

 *maxe i
i

h i C  . The adapted pure h-index is calculated by interpolating between this value and 761 

the next largest, as 762 
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Just as with the pure h-index, the adapted pure h-index can also be used with proportional 764 

and geometric authorship credit based on authorship order. In these cases *
i i iC C E , with Ei 765 

calculated as above and all other equations identical 766 

Just like the adapted pure h-index, the normalized hi-index (Wohlin 2009) is designed to 767 

adjust the h-index for multiple authors by adjusting the citation count by the number of authors. 768 

The primary difference is the new citation value is calculated by dividing by the number of 769 

authors (Ci / Ai) rather than the square-root of the number of authors. Publications are again 770 

ranked by these new citation per author values and the normalized hi-index is calculated in the 771 

same manner as the h-index, that is an author has a normalized hi-index of hi-norm when hi-norm of 772 

their publications has at least hi-norm citations per author, or 773 

 max i
i norm

i i

C
h i

A  
. 774 

This is identical to what Egghe (2008) called the fractional citation h-index, hf and was again 775 

re-invented by Abbas (2011) as the equally-weighted h-index, he (despite discussing both, he 776 

seems not to realize that he is logically identical to hf). Egghe (2008) applied this same concept to 777 

the g-index to produce a fractional citation g-index, gf, as well. 778 
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. 779 

Abbas (2011) also described a position-weighted h-index, hp, which uses the same 780 

position-based proportional assignment of authorship credit  described above to weight citation 781 

counts prior to ranking. The major difference between this and the adapted pure h-index with 782 

proportional weighting is that the adapted pure version takes the square-root of the weight. For 783 
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each publication, calculate a weighted citation count as the product of the citation count and the 784 

author-order-based weight: 785 
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 786 

These values are then ranked for all publications, and hp is calculated as other similar metrics: 787 

 max
ip

i
h i E  . 788 

Abas (2011) also describes a pair of weighted citation aggregate measures. The first is the 789 

weighted citation aggregate, ψ,which is just the weighted sum of all citations, calculated with 790 

either equal (fractional) or proportional weights: 791 
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and 793 
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 . 794 

The second is the weighted citation H-cut, ξ, simply the weighted sum of citations 795 

within the h-core, with the core defined by hp or he (=hi-norm = hf) for proportional and fractional 796 

weighting, respectively. 797 
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 . 800 

These are very to the previously discussed core metrics, except with author weighting. 801 

Thus far, most of these indices have corrected the number of citations for the number 802 

authors before calculating the core. An alternate approach is to leave the citation counts alone but 803 

correct the publication rank using the hm-index (Schreiber 2008b), also called the fractional 804 

paper h or hF-index when it was independently derived by Egghe (2008). For this index, one 805 

still ranks publications in order of citation count, but rather than counting the rank of the i
th

 paper 806 

as i, one calculates the rank as the cumulative sum of 1/Ai. Put in formal terms, for calculating 807 

the traditional h-index, the rank of the i
th

 paper is 808 

1

1
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r



 or ri = i. 809 

For this new index, the effective rank of the i
th

 paper is instead determined by 810 
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 811 

The hm-index becomes the largest value of reff(i) for which reff(i) ≤ Ci. 812 

 
  max

eff
m eff i

r i
h r i C 

 813 

The fractional g-index (Egghe 2008) is the logical extension of fractional counting of 814 

authorship in the hm-index, but applied to the g-index. The effective ranks are calculated as above 815 

and the gF-index is the largest value of reff(i) for which reff(i)
2
 ≤ Ni. 816 
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The gh-index (Galam 2011) is fairly similar to the above indices (particularly the 818 

normalized hi-index/fractional citation h-index), adjusting both publication counts and citation 819 

counts by fractional authorship credit, but advocates a more complicated scheme for allocating 820 

credit among the Ai authors (called Tailor Based Allocation) which requires knowledge of author 821 

order as well as designation of values for two additional parameters, which makes general 822 

calculation and consistent use of this metric much more difficult. Liu and Fang (2012) propose a 823 

similarly complicated scheme for multiple author credit based on “Combined Credit Allocation” 824 

to produce modified versions of both the h- and g-indices. 825 

Similar arguments could be applied to many of the other indices; for example, Prathap 826 

(2011) describes a fractional p-index which combines the fraction authorship credit described 827 

above with the p-index already discussed. In this case, both papers citation counts are divided by 828 

the number of authors, such that 829 
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  , with the fractional p-index being 830 
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He also suggests a harmonic p-index, whether authorship credit based on order is based on a 832 

harmonic weighting. The iA  author receives weighted credit equal to 833 
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The h -index (Hirsch 2010) takes a somewhat different approach from the other metrics. 837 

Strictly speaking, this metric includes papers in the h  core if it has at least h  citations and also 838 

belongs to the h  core of every coauthor. The slightly looser, more practical definition, changes 839 

the last requirement to each paper belonging to the h core of each coauthor (rather than then h840 

core) since that is somewhat easier to calculate. Either way, this metric is difficult to calculate 841 

because it minimally requires the h-index for every author, a non-trivial data collection task in 842 

some circumstances. 843 

The profit indices (Aziz and Rozing 2013) attempt to measure the effect of collaboration 844 

on an author’s impact. They use a harmonic weighting algorithm and information on author 845 

order (assuming that authors in the middle of an author list had the least impact) to estimate 846 

weights for each publication. The weight given to the i
th

 publication is 847 
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, 848 

where D is 0 if Ai is even and 1/2n if Ai is odd. The sum of wi for all publications is the number 849 

of “monograph equivalents” (a monograph being defined a single-authored publication). The 850 

profit (p)-index is the relative contribution of collaborators to an individual’s total publication 851 

record, or 852 
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This value ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating no contribution of co-authors (all solo-authored 854 

papers) and 1 meaning complete contribution from co-authors (a value of exactly 1 is 855 

impossible). To look at actual impact, the normal citation counts for each publication can be 856 

weighted by wi, with a profit adjusted h-index (ha-index) calculated in the standard manner 857 

using these weighted citation counts: 858 

  maxa i i
i

h i C w , 859 

where the Ciwi products have been rank-ordered. Finally, the profit h-index (ph) is the ratio 860 

between the adjusted value and the normal h-index, roughly indicating the relative contribution 861 

of collaborators to an individual’s h-index  862 

1 a
h

h
p

h
  . 863 

The profit metrics are interesting, but make a number of assumptions about author order 864 

that may easily be violated; however, it is not clear how important these assumptions may be to 865 

the overall conclusions one may obtain from them. 866 

Because there are so many potential methods for weighting authorship, there are more 867 

author-based variants than for any other type of adjustment.   868 
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Table 9. Indices which correct for co-authorship. 869 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

hi-index 0.33 0.80 1.13 1.67 2.25 2.72 3.52 3.10 

pure h-index (fractional) 0.58 1.26 1.84 2.89 3.67 4.37 5.63 5.84 

pure h-index (proportional) 0.71 1.41 1.96 3.18 4.02 4.81 6.33 6.29 
pure h-index (geometric) 0.76 1.30 1.52 2.44 3.13 3.82 5.30 1.49 

adapted pure h-index (fract) 0.00 2.06 2.94 4.00 5.65 6.75 8.20 10.27 

adapted pure h-index (prop) 0.00 1.92 2.65 4.00 5.27 6.68 8.14 9.92 

adapted pure h-index (geo) 0.00 1.93 2.60 3.82 5.10 6.61 8.14 9.87 
normalized hi-index/hf-index 0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 

hm-index/hF-index 0.58 1.17 1.42 2.75 3.00 4.25 5.67 7.67 

weighted h-index hp (prop) 0 1 2 2 3 5 6 8 

w. citation aggregate (fract) 0.58 5.42 13.75 25.00 53.42 97.68 151.58 235.76 
w. citation aggregate (prop) 0.70 5.53 14.77 27.13 62.07 116.46 183.57 284.25 
w. citation H-cut (fract) 0.00 2.00 9.00 17.00 39.50 76.50 119.83 184.00 
w. citation H-cut (prop)  0.00 3.00 11.50 17.50 47.00 93.67 149.50 238.67 
g-index 1 3 6 8 11 15 19 24 

gf-index 0 1 3 4 6 9 11 14 
gF-index 1.17 2.67 2.92 5.50 8.50 9.92 11.34 12.84 

p-index 0.93 3.04 5.70 7.34 10.51 14.43 17.99 23.61 

fractional p-index 0.54 2.22 4.02 4.84 6.95 9.87 12.65 16.30 

harmonic p-index 0.62 2.42 4.40 5.26 7.84 11.40 14.48 18.53 

profit (p)-index 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.49 0.43 0.47 0.49 0.49 
profit adjusted h-index (ha) 0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 

profit h-index (ph) 1.00 0.50 0.33 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.22 0.27 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

hi-index 4.02 4.02 4.90 5.64 7.56 7.78 7.68 
pure h-index (fractional) 7.23 7.76 9.13 10.35 13.18 13.67 13.58 

pure h-index (proportional) 7.79 8.67 10.19 11.56 14.57 15.20 15.13 

pure h-index (geometric) 1.91 2.35 2.83 3.33 4.41 4.69 4.69 

adapted pure h-index (fract) 12.33 14.00 15.71 18.00 18.89 20.39 22.57 
adapted pure h-index (prop) 11.53 13.46 15.39 17.60 19.77 21.00 22.04 

adapted pure h-index (geo) 11.53 13.00 14.43 17.12 19.24 20.27 21.50 

normalized hi-index/hf-index 10 12 14 15 17 19 20 
hm-index/hF-index 9.26 10.59 12.18 13.43 14.68 15.52 17.39 

weighted h-index hp (prop) 10 11 13 14 16 17 19 

w. citation aggregate (fract) 339.53 490.09 636.78 802.38 993.89 1192.90 1371.95 

w. citation aggregate (prop) 406.33 573.23 739.33 919.31 1126.92 1344.61 1548.77 
w. citation H-cut (fract) 274.33 393.31 523.24 662.69 847.88 1052.89 1209.56 
w. citation H-cut (prop)  348.83 480.60 633.63 789.99 991.64 1191.08 1389.77 
g-index 29 32 35 35 38 44 48 

gf-index 17 21 24 28 31 34 36 

gF-index 17.18 17.68 19.01 19.01 21.51 23.09 24.67 

p-index 28.45 35.09 40.22 46.31 51.59 55.45 59.23 
fractional p-index 18.86 23.86 27.73 32.24 35.70 39.39 42.30 

harmonic p-index 21.44 26.70 31.11 35.91 39.37 43.36 46.71 

profit (p)-index 0.44 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.44 0.49 0.50 

profit adjusted h-index (ha) 10 12 14 15 17 17 19 
profit h-index (ph) 0.23 0.20 0.18 0.21 0.26 0.29 0.21 
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The two indices which rely exclusively on the h-core, hi and pure h, tend to show the 870 

largest “correction” for co-authorship. The other indices all estimate their own core, which leads 871 

to a more moderate authorship correction. As one would expect, the adapted pure h-index leads 872 

to less of a correction than the normalized hi-index since it divides the citation count by the 873 

square-root of the author count rather than the full author count. For my publications, in most 874 

(but not all) cases, adjusting the rank for the number of authors (hF and gF) seems to have a 875 

greater effect than adjusting the citation count (hf and gf). Furthermore, when authorship order is 876 

taken into account (assuming, incorrectly, that it fully represents credit), we find that 877 

proportional assignment of credit generally makes little difference (for me) over strict unordered 878 

fractional assignment. Geometric assignment of credit can have a larger effect. 879 

The profit indices indicate that about half of my publications have consistently been 880 

attributable to collaborator contributions, but only about 20-25% of my h-index is due to 881 

collaboration. Both of these values are quite a bit lower than those reported by the original 882 

creators of these indices, perhaps indicating my work is more independent than average. 883 

I am not particularly convinced that correcting impact metrics for co-authorship is 884 

necessary or desirable, but if one wishes to do so, it seems best to avoid the metrics which do not 885 

recalculate the core (hi and hp) since they seem to lead to an overcorrection. Among the other co-886 

author-correction indices, it is not at all clear which approach may be best; as with all such 887 

indices, consistency in use and application may be more important than specific index choice. 888 

Generally speaking, these metrics can be difficult to calculate because they minimally require 889 

authorship counts and maximally require information on authorship order or credit. 890 

 891 
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Indices which Account for Self-Citations 892 

As already discussed, the most common way to deal with self-citations is simply to remove them 893 

from the raw citation counts and then calculate any and all indices with this modified citation 894 

curve. Schreiber (2007) referred to this approach as the sharpened h-index. 895 

The b-index (Brown 2009) is designed to correct h for self-citations, without actually 896 

having to check the citation records for every publication. It assumes that an author’s self-897 

citation rate is fairly consistent across publications such that, on average, a fraction k of the 898 

citations are from other authors. Assuming that citations follow a Zipfian distribution and that 899 

empirically derived estimates of the shape of this distribution are reasonable, one finds the index 900 

3
4b hk  901 

where b is an estimate of the h-index corrected for self-citations. 902 

Below I am reporting a number of measures which reflect self-citation rates. First, I have 903 

recorded two different types of self-citations. The fist represents citations of my own work in my 904 

own papers. The second includes not only the citations from the first category, but also any 905 

citations my coauthors have made of our coauthored papers when I am not a coauthor of the 906 

citing publication. While self-citation information can generally be difficult to collect, the second 907 

category is clearly more difficult than the first. 908 

  909 
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Table 10. Self-citation measures and metrics, based only on my self-citations. 910 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

total self-citation rate 1.00 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.06 

average self-citation rate 0.40 0.19 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.31 0.16 0.13 

sharpened h-index 0 2 3 5 6 7 8 10 
b-index (based on avg rate) 0.68 1.70 2.49 4.20 5.06 5.33 7.88 9.91 

b-index (assume 10% rate) 0.92 1.85 2.77 4.62 5.54 6.47 8.32 10.16 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

total self-citation rate 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 

average self-citation rate 0.18 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09 
sharpened h-index 12 15 16 18 20 22 22 

b-index (based on avg rate) 11.20 13.52 15.38 17.58 21.38 22.51 22.34 

b-index (assume 10% rate) 12.01 13.86 15.71 17.56 21.25 22.18 22.18 

 911 

  912 
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Table 10 shows the results for my own self-citations only. The total self-citation rate 913 

indicates the total proportion of all of my citations which are self-cited. The average self-citation 914 

rate is the mean rate across publications. Since some publications with very low overall citation 915 

rates may have fairly high self-citation rates (e.g., a publication with 2 out of 4 citations being 916 

self-published has a rate of 0.5) while others may have low self-citation rates (particularly when 917 

the overall citation rate is very high: my most cited publication has over 1000 citations; with 5 918 

self citations the observed rate is only 0.005 – even if I self-cited it 50 times the rate would only 919 

be 0.05), the average rate tends to skew much higher than the total rate. The b-index is reported 920 

based on the actual observed average rate of self-citation as well as an assumed 10% rate.   921 
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Table 11 contains the same metrics except based on both my own and my coauthors’ self-922 

citations. 923 

  924 
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Table 11. Self-citation measures and metrics, based on both my own and my coauthors’ self-925 

citations. 926 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

h-index 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 11 

total self-citation rate 1.00 0.15 0.33 0.24 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.10 

average self-citation rate 0.40 0.19 0.36 0.27 0.25 0.35 0.19 0.19 

sharpened h-index 0 2 3 5 6 7 8 10 
b-index (based on avg rate) 0.68 1.70 2.15 3.95 4.86 5.08 7.67 9.40 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

h-index 13 15 17 19 23 24 24 

total self-citation rate 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 

average self-citation rate 0.21 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.15 

sharpened h-index 12 15 16 18 20 22 22 
b-index (based on avg rate) 10.87 13.26 15.14 17.28 20.82 21.41 21.32 

 927 

 928 

Figure 12. Self-citation effects through time. (A) Comparison of h-index and self-citation 929 

corrected indices. (B) Observed self-citation rates over time. 930 

 931 

For the most part, self-citation has a small, but consistent effect on my h-index: as my h-932 

index has grown through time, the sharpened h-index has tended to be a point or two lower. 933 

Although the observed self-citation rate when co-authors are included is about double that when 934 
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they are excluded, the sharpened h-index appears to be unaffected by including or excluding of 935 

my co-authors’ citations in the calculation. Apparently, very few of my publications are on the 936 

border of the core, and those that are tend to only need one or two additional citations to be 937 

driven into the core (in 2011, the average number of self-citations for all of my publications was 938 

only 2). 939 

Not surprisingly, in the early part of my career, self-citations tended to make up a much 940 

larger proportion of all citations, with the rates gradually decreasing through time to something 941 

of a steady state in recent years. My average self-citation rate based on my own publications is 942 

slightly under 10% while that when co-authors are included is a bit over 10%, making a general 943 

estimate of 10% for use in the b-index to be reasonable. Generally, the b-index is very close to 944 

the sharpened h-index, indicating that it may be a very easy way to correct for for self-citation.  945 

Of course, unless one has a reason to believe that some authors are self-citing at a 946 

substantially higher rate than others, then for comparison purposes, this correction is unnecessary 947 

since it will affect everyone equally. My own observed self-citation rate when coauthor citations 948 

are included appears to be very similar to estimated rates for ecologists (Leblond 2012). As the 949 

h-index increases in popularity, there is always a danger for manipulation through self-citation 950 

(Bartneck and Kokkelmans 2011). Generally speaking, however, self-citations tend to decrease 951 

through time and (for obvious reasons) the effect of self-citations tend to be strongest only for 952 

those with low impact factor scores (Costas et al. 2010; Engqvist and Frommen 2008, 2010). 953 

 954 
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Indices which Account for Time 955 

There are a number of different reasons one might wish to correct an impact factor for time, 956 

including comparing researchers of different academic age and measuring recent impact rather 957 

than career impact. As already described above, in the original h-index paper (Hirsch 2005), 958 

Hirsch suggested the m quotient as a simple means of estimating the trajectory of h through time. 959 

One approach to estimate immediacy of impact is to calculate h (or any other metric) normally, 960 

but only including citations from a specific time interval (e.g., the last 5 years); this would 961 

measure the current impact rather than the life-time impact of a researcher (Google Scholar 962 

currently reports a both total and a 5 year h-index). Naturally, there have been many other 963 

suggested adaptations and corrections.  964 

The first two described metrics are time-dependent core descriptors. The ar-index (Jin 965 

2007; Jin et al. 2007) is an adaptation of the r-index which includes time. Rather than being the 966 

square-root of the total citations within the core, it is the square-root of the citations per year 967 

within the core: 968 

1

h
i

i Now i

C
ar

Y Y





. 969 

The denominator of the summation, YNow – Yi, is the age of each article. As an age-970 

dependent measure, this metric can decrease through time (as opposed to many of the other 971 

measures which can only stay flat or increase), allowing one to get an estimate of current or 972 

recent productivity instead of just global/total productivity. 973 

Similarly, the dynamic h-type-index (Rousseau and Ye 2008) is a measure of both the 974 

size of the core as well as how the core is changing through time. The basic index is 975 
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dyn hh r v 
 976 

where r is the r-index and vh is a measure of the rate of change of h through time. Rousseau and 977 

Ye (2008) suggest a number of ways to estimate vh, including that it be determined over a fixed 978 

time interval (e.g., 5 or 10 years) to make it more contemporary. They also suggest one use the 979 

rational h rather than h because its finer grained resolution will allow for better estimates of the 980 

rate of change of h. For comparison purposes, I am estimating vh for a given date as the slope of 981 

the regression of the rational h against time for all data up to that date. 982 

The hpd-index (Kosmulski 2009) is very similar to the h-index, except that it adjusts for 983 

the age of a publication. Rather than adjust per year, the metric is adjusted per decade. Thus if 984 

10 i
i

Now i

C
cpd

Y Y


  985 

is the number of citations an article has per decade, then the hpd-index for an author is the largest 986 

rank for which hpd of their publications (ranked by cpdi rather than Ci) have cpd ≥ hpd. 987 

 max i
i

hpd i cpd 
 988 

The contemporary h-index (Sidiropoulos et al. 2007) is designed to give more weight to 989 

the citations of recent publications and less weight to the citations of older publications. In its 990 

most general form, the contemporary score for a specific publication is 991 

 1C
i Now i iS Y Y C





  

 992 

The contemporary h-index for an author, h
C
, is calculated similarly to the standard h-index, in 993 

that an author has a score of h
C
 if h

C
 of their articles (ranked by S

C
) have S

C
 ≥ h

C
. 994 
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 995 

In their example, Sidiropuolos et al. (2007) set  = 4 and  = 1. These choices have the 996 

consequence of making this metric virtually identical to hpd, except measured on a four year 997 

cycle rather than a decade. For this and similar measures (described below) the optimal time 998 

window (represented by  in this particular index) for calculating these indices is unclear and 999 

likely varies by discipline (Wang In press). 1000 

The trend h-index (Sidiropoulos et al. 2007) is essentially the opposite of the 1001 

contemporary h-index. It is designed to measure how current an author’s impact is by how 1002 

recently they are being cited. The trend score for a publication is measured as 1003 
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, 1004 

where  and  are parameters (often set to 4 and 1, respectively, just as with the contemporary h-1005 

index) and iC
xY  is the year of the x

th
 citation for publication i. The trend h-index is the largest 1006 

value for which an author has h
t
 publications with at least S

t
 ≥ h

t
. 1007 

 maxt t
i

i
h i S 

 1008 

The problem with this index is it requires knowing the year of every citation; this 1009 

requirement makes the trend h-index substantially more difficult to calculate than many other 1010 

indices. Rons and Amez (2008, 2009) proposed a logically similar, but much more complicated 1011 

measure, Impact Vitality, with the same problem. If C
x
 is the total number of citations (across 1012 

all publications) from year x, and w is the number of years back from the present one wishes to 1013 

calculate the metric for, then 1014 
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. 1015 

The numerator of the numerator is the sum of citation counts divided by their age for the 1016 

window of time in question; the denominator of the numerator is the total number of citations for 1017 

the same window of time. An impact vitality score of 1 indicates that the number of citations is 1018 

approximately constant over time. A value above 1 indicates that the number of citations is 1019 

increasing through time, while a value below 1 indicates the number of citations is decreasing 1020 

through time. Individuals with very different total numbers of citations can have identical scores 1021 

because the metric is focused on proportional change and not absolute numbers. However, even 1022 

beyond the issues of more difficult data collection, this metric has odd properties because of its 1023 

overwhelming focus on immediacy. It would produce a higher score for someone with just 1 1024 

citation a year ago and no citations 2 years ago than another person with 1,000 citations 2 years 1025 

ago and no citations one year ago. 1026 

The specific-impact s-index (De Visscher 2010) is designed to avoid the age-bias of 1027 

other indices as well as not penalizing fields where citations may lag due to the speed of the 1028 

publication process. It is designed to predict the total number of citations a set of publications 1029 

will have at a time infinitely in the future, assuming exponential aging of the citation process. 1030 

The s-index is a measure of the projected citation rate per publication (rather than the actual 1031 

citation rate per publication). The practical definition is 1032 
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, 1033 

where s is a measure of the citation rate per publication (divided by 10) projected to time infinity. 1034 

The actual prediction of the total number of citations an author would have at time infinity would 1035 

therefore be 10sP. 1036 

Franceschini and Maisano’s f-index (Franceschini and Maisano 2010) is designed as a 1037 

complement to the h-index. It is a measure of the time-width of impact. It is the range of time for 1038 

publications with at least one citation and is calculated as 1039 

f = Max(Yi | Ci > 0) – Min(Yi | Ci > 0) + 1, 1040 

or the year of the most recent publication with at least one citation minus the year of the earliest 1041 

publication with at least one citation (plus one to consider the time spent preparing the earliest 1042 

publication). For most active researchers, this will likely be simply the number of years since 1043 

they first published since it will most often be the difference in age between their first 1044 

publication (which probably has at least one citation) and their most recent publication to get a 1045 

single citation (probably published within the last year or two). 1046 

The citation speed index (Bornmann and Daniel 2010) is meant to be a complement to 1047 

the h-index.  Instead of measuring the number of citations, it is a measure of the speed at which 1048 

the first citation for a publication accrued. If Mi is the number of months since the first citation 1049 

for the i
th

 publication (ranked by Mi), a researcher has citation speed index of s if s of their papers 1050 

were cited at least s months ago, or 1051 

 max i
i

s i M  . 1052 
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This index is somewhat more difficult to calculate since it requires knowing the month of 1053 

the first citation for each publication. Its usefulness as a general career-level measure is 1054 

somewhat questionable; its primary use might be to compare sets of publications published from 1055 

the same year (e.g., if comparing the papers published in 2000 among two different researchers, 1056 

the index would indicate which researcher was cited most rapidly). 1057 

Liang (2006) suggested calculating the h-index for a series of increasing time intervals 1058 

(which he called the h-index sequence), starting concurrently and moving backwards in time; 1059 

thus the first index might represent the last two years, the second the last three years, the third the 1060 

last four years, etc. This is essentially the reverse of the type of data which I’ve used throughout 1061 

this manuscript where I started with a time point in the past (1997, my first year of publication) 1062 

and then kept increased the time interval by a year. Liang’s approach might reveal the 1063 

contemporary nature of the index change; my measures were meant to reflect the change or 1064 

stability of the indices across time and not designed as a general approach for evaluating 1065 

researchers. 1066 

 1067 

  1068 
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Table 12. Time adjusted impact factor indices. 1069 

Date 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Hirsch m-quotient n/a 2.00 1.50 1.67 1.50 1.40 1.50 1.57 

ar-index 1.00 3.00 4.18 4.90 7.61 9.01 10.10 12.31 

dynamic h-type-index n/a 4.40 6.63 10.73 14.94 18.95 24.46 33.02 

hpd-index 2 5 5 7 10 13 15 17 
contemporary h-index 2 3 3 5 6 9 10 10 

trend h-index 2 4 5 7 8 12 14 17 

Impact vitality n/a n/a n/a n/a 1.93 1.82 1.59 1.64 
specific-impact s-index 0.00 2.73 3.59 4.20 5.35 6.53 7.15 8.57 
f-index 1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 
Date 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Hirsch m-quotient 1.63 1.67 1.70 1.73 1.92 1.85 1.71 

ar-index 13.31 14.85 15.46 16.38 17.81 17.92 18.71 

dynamic h-type-index 41.93 51.64 60.78 70.42 83.89 93.40 98.48 
hpd-index 20 24 23 25 24 28 29 

contemporary h-index 12 14 16 17 18 20 20 

trend h-index 17 20 23 24 25 28 29 
Impact vitality 1.48 1.41 1.26 1.18 1.16 1.13 1.06 
specific-impact s-index 9.77 10.91 11.79 12.68 13.75 14.70 15.03 

f-index 9 10 11 11 11 14 15 

 1070 

Unlike most of the other impact factors, the majority of the time adjusted indices can 1071 

decrease through time. As with many of the other core-description metrics, the ar-index and the 1072 

dynamic h-type-index are somewhat difficult to interpret. The hpd-index and contemporary h-1073 

index both do essentially the same thing, using average citations per time period (either 10 years 1074 

or 4 years, although any time period is possible), projecting citation counts forward for those 1075 

publications whose window is less than the specified time period. Their interpretation is 1076 

straightforward as long as one is cognizant of the time window over which each is measured. As 1077 

mentioned earlier, trend h-index and impact vitality are both difficult to calculate, and impact 1078 

vitality in particular is potentially overly sensitive to extremely recent citations. The specific-1079 

impact s-index requires a number of assumptions missing from the other metrics, making it a 1080 

more questionable and difficult to interpret measure. As already discussed, the f-index may 1081 
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functionally simply be the time period over which someone has been publishing, making it a 1082 

metric of limited usefulness. 1083 

 1084 

Miscellaneous Indices 1085 

Beyond all of the indices already discussed, many other indices have been proposed which do 1086 

not fall into any of the mentioned categories. Generally, these require data or information not 1087 

readily available and are much more difficult to calculate than the standard indices already 1088 

discussed. Many are briefly summarized for completeness. 1089 

Vaidya (2005) proposed adjusting the h-index for the proportion of an author’s time 1090 

dedicated to research, arguing that a researcher with 100% of their time (FTE) dedicated to 1091 

research should not be directly compared to one with only 40% of their time dedicated to 1092 

research. Vaidya’s v-index also includes a simple adjustment for the age of an author, since it is 1093 

based on the slope of change (Hirsch’s m-index) of the h-index through time. If p is the 1094 

proportion of time dedicated to research, the value is simply 1095 

 
 

 0Now

m h
v

p p Y Y

 

1096 

Although differential workload has largely been ignored within the impact index community, 1097 

this basic approach could be applied to any index if one felt the need to make such an 1098 

adjustment. 1099 

The second generation h-index (Kosmulski 2010b; Schubert 2009) take citation chains 1100 

to the next level; instead of looking at the number of citations for a researcher’s publications (the 1101 

1
st
 generation citations), it looks at how many citations each of the citing publications has (the 1102 
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2
nd

 generation citations). Again, this index requires much more complicated data collection in 1103 

order to calculate.  1104 

The n-index (Namazi and Fallahzadeh 2010) is designed to standardize the h-index 1105 

across different disciplines by dividing h by the top impact factor of the journals in a researcher’s 1106 

field. The essentially identical correction had previously been suggested by Iglesias and 1107 

Pecharromán (2007) except using the average impact factor of journals in the researcher’s field.  1108 

The ch-index (Ajiferuke and Wolfram 2010) uses the number of citers rather than the 1109 

number of citations to measure impact (that is, if a single author cites a paper 10 times, that only 1110 

counts as 1 citer). Once again, this is somewhat more difficult to calculate because it requires 1111 

that one determine individual citers rather than just total citations. The f-index (Katsaros et al. 1112 

2009) (different than the previously mentioned f-index) is a much more complicated, weighted 1113 

approach to the same issue of counting citers rather than citations. 1114 

The hint-index (Kosmulski 2010a) attempts to measure international recognition in an h-1115 

index manner by counting the number of countries which cited each publication rather than the 1116 

total number of citations. 1117 

A series of indices have recently been described to measure collaboration impact or 1118 

effectiveness. The researcher collaboration (RC-index) and community collaboration (CC-1119 

index) indices (Abbasi et al. 2010) are designed to measure the quantity and quality of co-1120 

authorships of individuals and groups of individuals, respectively. They are difficult to calculate 1121 

because they require information on authorship overlap across publications as well as 1122 

information on the quality (individualized impact) of both collaborators. The φ-index (Schubert 1123 

2012) is constructed identically to the h-index, except that it measures the largest number of 1124 
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coauthors, φ, with which a researcher has published at least φ publications. (My φ-index as a I 1125 

write this is 4, meaning I’ve published at least 4 papers with each of 4 different coauthors, but do 1126 

not have at least 5 publications with each of different coauthors). The d-index (Di Caro et al. In 1127 

press) attempts to measure the dependence among coauthors by estimating the influence of a 1128 

specific one coauthor on the productivity of another. 1129 

Conclusion 1130 

Despite many flaws leading to a huge literature on impact factors, the h-index has some major 1131 

advantages over many of its alternates, particularly with respect to ease of calculation and 1132 

interpretation. Alternate approaches to defining core publication, such as the g-index, may have 1133 

certain advantages over h with respect to stability and better capturing of the citation distribution. 1134 

Metrics which account for excess citations (such as the tapered h-index) are a bit more difficult 1135 

to calculate, but better describe the overall citation distribution and may well serve to distinguish 1136 

between researchers with identical h. Corrections for self-citations are possible, but likely only a 1137 

problem for those with low impact factors. There are many approaches to dealing with 1138 

publications with multiple authors, but no single approach is clearly superior to the others and 1139 

different metric choices may lead to very different results. Many of the alternate impact metrics 1140 

are difficult to interpret, while many others require non-trivial data collection making them 1141 

impractical for general use. 1142 

  1143 
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